
IMPORTANCE OF UNITY OF MUSLIM UMMAH

No doubt unity and consensus has a miraculous role in developing a nation and achieving their higher goals. Muslim's
unity is a major and undeniable problem.

All these people forcibly on the logic of weaponry and political hegemony and also due to supremacy of
wealth project wrong and irrational things as defendable and logical and accordingly act upon it. The entire
Muslim Ummah remained united except few hundreds who converted to Druzism and Bahaism. They thought
that they could get the worldly benefits by following Mirza Ghulam Ahmed and still remain Muslim. Islam
has insisted that region, country, race are no more standards for significance and identity. How could we
achieve this unity? Two very important factors played very important role in the success of Wahabism.
Therefore, Islam is the third, final and best example of God's true religious intentions for man, based namely
around a comprehensive belief in the oneness of God. Now the time has come that the world of Islam may
review its position and may seriously think about the issue of unity. They are least bothered about the people
of this region. Although, during the period of Hadhrat Ali ibn Abi Talib May Allah be pleased with him the
Muslims were divided on the political front. Since, he claimed himself as a Muslim reformer he used force
with full backing of British government and his partner to occupy the entire Arabia. What Wahabis have done
is un-parallel in Islamic history. However, both of the above breaks from the Muslim community were not
considered as major disunity among Muslims because both the followers of Druzism and Bahaism did not
claim themselves as Muslims any more. Make small issues as big issues and fight against those Muslims who
do not accept the ideology of these local nationalist scholars. Beside many differences within Muslim
community no outside power was able to undermine the strength of Muslim Ummah however these outside
powers always have tried to destroy the unity of Muslim Ummah. However, if Muslims would unite with each
other and would emerge as a united front and also in view of present economic and human strength, it would
be too easy for Islamic countries to confront against the problems and threats that enemies of Islam have
created. The threat is looming for all. It is obligatory on the part of Muslims to identify the wicked elements of
such misdeeds, who in the background are sponsored by the great Satan and its wicked agents. The Oneness of
God, a Unity of Attributes Although Jewish and Christian monotheism existed in the Middle East in the
seventh century, the Arabian Peninsula was chiefly a place of polytheism, especially in Mecca, the birthplace
and holiest site of Islam. This tactics worked very well and thousands of Muslims of Punjab India were
deceived. With all the differences Muslims were united and very faithful to their religion. Islam has taught all
this to us. These noble Imams never created these differences. Islam is basically a religion of peace that lays
great emphasis upon mutual understanding and love among the fellow Muslims. In the case of Mirza Ghulam
Ahmed the anti Islam forces were very cautious. In Muslim thought, God must never be assigned human
qualities or be affiliated with other polytheistic gods -- this is, in fact, the only unforgivable sin in Islam --
because such affiliations are inadequate representations of his all-encompassing power. We are having heavy
responsibility on our shoulders and the situation is very critical. Nowadays lot of atrocities is being inflicted
upon the nation of Palestine. On the other hand the wealth of oil in the Arabian Peninsula brought job
opportunities for worldwide Muslims and non-Muslims. The first major division of Muslims occurred over a
political issue of whether the murderers of Hadhrat Uthman should be captured first OR the law and order
situation in Madinah should be handled first. The reasons of these divisions could be many. After the
disintegration of Ottoman Empire most of the Muslim countries became European colonies. When the Muslim
superpower, Ottoman empire Khilafat-e-Uthmania was fighting against the European colonial powers, the
English, the Dutch, the French, the Italians, etc.. Muslims slowly adopted the opposite attributes. Muslims
must leave linguistic and regional nationalism behind and become one body. As a Muslim it is your duty to
completely submerge yourself against the orders of Allah Almighty. The intellectual difference of opinion
always remained among the scholars of Islam but that should not be considered as a division. The only way
the anti Islam forces could weaken the unity of Muslim Ummah was to use and nourish some of the Muslims
within the Muslim community who could divide the Muslims.


